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Fee the evouton
Nikon developed the clinical and laboratory microscope ECLIPSE Ci seri
demands of a microscope that provides comfortable posture during o}
simple set - up, such as magnification switching, light intensity reprodu/i
capturing. With its small f ootprint, the Ci series delivers compact an!:,:
observation conditions. Nikon also developed the ECLIPSE Ni series,,/vg,t
optical quality and a wide range of imaging possibilities. The high19- ei

I l.series microscopes enable routine analysis with more comfort and :gret

rithan  ever before.
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*  Eco Friendly
High- intensity, long- life and power saving illumination

0 Ergonomic
Flexible, adjustable design to suit the user's natural posture

* Easy to Use i l.,
One- touch operation for microscope" control and image capturing 'l S1 »

@ Versatile
Flexible observation with a wide range of specimens
"Ci-E

ecc»pse

«» High- quality
Superior optical performance

@ Expandability
Wide variety of optional motorized accessories

0  Automation*

Intelligent, automatic switching oT observation methods
'Ni-E



0 Meeting user needs in clinical microscopy

I want to easily
I capture images. 7

I want to conduct

-., observation in
a comfort.

I want to observe

images with
bright and even

illumination.

I want\to use a

variety of öj:iservation
techni,ques.

I want to reduce

the number of lamp
replacements.
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The Ci meets all your dernanös
The ECLIPSE Ci series microscopes offer a bright field of view, high durability, comfortable posture
for prolonged observation, simple motorized operation, and various illumination techniques that
you need for  clinical and laboratory microscopy. ....,b,

Eco Friendly .
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* Eco-illuminatiün (Ci-E/Ci-L)

The newly developed high luminescent LED is a low power consumption
eco-friendly  light  source that prodrices evenly distributed  illumination  and
reduces the cost and effort  of lamp replacement thanks to its long-life.

Viewed with E«o-illummation

J. . the vignetting.

Viewed withüut  Eco-illumination

* Ceramic- cüated stage
The stage is coated with high durability
scratch-resistant coating.

li. ,:l

Ergonomic

aöjustable. Ä camera can be mounted via l'
theDSCport.  I

WEyelevel riser
Eye- point height can be adjusted to suit Ergonom" ":nocular "
your natural posture and mcreases
flexibility  for  mul'?-users üf different  heights.

0 Lowerstagepositioning ='.
Lower stage heigh'5using the nosepiece I "1 'i
spacer for easy specimen exchange.

Stage handle with height adjustment

Smooth stage movement is possible in a Nosep,ecespac7-,comfortable hand position
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Easy to use
0 Image capture buttün

One siinple click of the button during
observation enables you to capture your
specimen image with  the Digital  Sight
camera.

0 Mütürized magnificatmn change (Ci-E)
Magnification can be switched with one
button control during observation, which
automatically memorizes and reproduces
user- defined light mtensity.

@ DS-L4 Microscope Camera Control Unit
The DS- L4's touch panel allows yüu to easily
set and control your cameras as well as take
simple measurements. It is also possible to
switch the Ci-E's objective lenses.
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Versatile
*  Flexible  observation  methods

The high-intensity  Eco-illumination and accessories enable
you to perform phase contrast, darkfield and simple
polarizing microscopy.

*  Image sharing
The live image can be displayed on the DS-L4 monitor  or via
a projector. Simultaneous observatron on networked PCs is
also possible.

I. .l



'.i Auto light intensity reproduction

The user- defined light intensity for  each objective
lens is automaticaily memorized and replicated
when the oblective is used agam. This eliminates
the need for  manual re-adjustment  of light

\!i Nosepiece rütating buttons

The nosepiece can be rotated
allowing you to keep your eyes on
the specimen.
Your two favorite  magnifications  can
be registered", and one press of the
button  alternates  between  these  two
objective lenses. This is useful when
frequent  change of magnifications  is
necessary, for  example between 10x
and 40x oblectives.
" Magruficationi can be registered uiing the
remote control padas toggle  mode

' Eco- illuminatiün

By programming specific buttons to correspond
to specific oblective lenses, magnificaUon can be
easily changed with a one-touch button.

Provides  streamlined  observation  with
motorized operation

Motorized model with LED illumination

Equipped with motorized magni'fication switching and automatic intensity reproduction, it is
ideally suited to applications and sample analysis that require frequent magnification switching.
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«» Ergonomic binocular tube

Inclination angle and extension
are adjustable to ensure a
comfortable  observation  position.

i Ceramic-coated stage

LE[) Collimatoi leni

Fly-eye optici

High- intensity and uniTorm
Eco - lllum i nat ion
Manual model with LED illumination

Featuring Eco- illumination bright enough for phase contrast and simple polarizing microscopy
while reducing lamp replacement with a long- life of 60,000 hours.
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0 Ergonomic binocular tube

Ceramic-coated stage

The stage is coated with
an abrasion  and chemical-

resistant ceramic coating,
allowing long-term
frequent  specimen changes
without  damaging  the
stage surface.

-') Image capture button

0 Space-saving compact design

The compact body with an extremely
small footprint  gives the user more
desk space than ever.

0 Halogen i1lumination

0 ND4/N[)8 filter, NCB11 filter

Changing light intensity is possible
by inserUng and removing an ND
(Neutral Density) filter.  The NCB filter
for  color temperature  compensation
ofthe  light source is built-in.

Enhanced basic performance
for  observat ion

Manual model with halogen illumination

With a small footprint  and superior operability the ECLIPSE Ci series
offers a comfortable, ergonomic viewing position.
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Versatile observation techniques
Using accessories, the Ci- E, Ci- L and Ci- S enable various observation techniques to meet the demands
of a wide range of uses, from clinical examination to research.

BTeaSt Cancer, Pleural effusion, Papanicolaou Stain, 0 Büea5t Cancer, HER2/neu, Immunostaining, 0
CR Plan Apocmomat Lambda 6üXC CFI Plan Apocmomat Lambda 40X
OO Photos courtesy of: Dr. Yüji Llrata, Department of Diagnostic Pathology, lapanese Red Cross Kyoto Daiichi Hospital

Epi-fluürescence

Human Placenta< HE Stain, 0  Cartilage Of mouse femur, Safranin 0 faSt green =ön 0
CFI Plan Apo«hmmat LambdaTOX hematoxylin stam, CFI Plan Apocmomat Lambda iOX
OO PhotöS courtesy Ol: DT. AtSuShi Furuhata and NöTi}OShi suey05hi, ASSiStant General Manager, LaboratoüV öl
morphology and image analysis, Graduate School of Medicine, luntendo Utiiversity

Pancreas Neuro-endüctine Tumor, HE stain. @ HCC, Sifüer stain, CFI Plan Apochromat Lambda 4X @ Daikfield
CFI Plan Apüchromat Lambda 4X

OO Photos courtesy of: Kazuhiro Muraüka, Photography Division, Imaging Information Research Centei, Tokyo Women's Medical University

2.8-Dihydroxyadenine crystals. Simple polarizing.
CFI Plan Ruor 40X

0 Südium uTatt' ctystals, Sensitive color polarizing,
CFI Plan Fluor 4üX

o

@@ PhOtoS couütesy Of: Depaitment Of CliniCal labOüatOü}, NihOn UniVerSity ItabaShi HOSpital
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Digital imaging evolved
In response to user demand for  the easy capture of sample images, the ECLIPSE Ci series has a
built - in dedicated capture button on the microscope base. An optional digital imaging system
supports simple camera settings and operation including capturing, measuring and image sharing.

Image capture button
Image capturing with the digital camera Digital Sight series is
possible with the one-touch button located on the microscope
base, thereby improving workload efficiency.

DS-L4 Microscope Camera Control Unit
The DS-L4 tablet-style  control unit eliminates the need and space
requirements of a desktop PC to contml DS-Ri2 and DS-Fi3 cameras. The touch
panel allows the simple setting and operation of cameras by simply choosing
the observation technique using scene mode icüns. Simple measurement
functions,  such as distance measurement between two points, are available.
Objective lens switching and a condenser setting of Ci-E are also possible.

Scene mode  icons

Optimal camera setting for each observation technique is
possible by simply choosmg an icon of the observatiün teclmique.
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Camera setting

Simple camera setting is possible using icons.
Tlie numbers and layout of displayed icons can be
customized.

Camera/microscüpe control

Objective lens switching and cündenser setting of
the Ci-E are possible.

Simple measurement

Simple measurement such as distance measurement
between two pomts is possible.

iü



Observation irnage sharing
During observation using the ECLIPSE Ci series microscope, live and captured images can be easily
shared via the monitor of the DS- L4 microscope camera control unit, a projector, or a computer
monitor". In addition, connecting the ECLIPSE Ci series to a remote PC on the network easily enables
remote viewing, online education, and distance collaboration.
'1 Requires a projector or PC monitor with FHD (1080p) or higher.

Digital pathülügy via a network
Connecting a Digital Sight series digital camera to the DS-L4 microscope camera control unit or a PC makes image
sharing between multiple PCs on the network easy.
In essence, this uruque network addressable system is the most powerful tool for  consulting within or between
hospitals as well as presentations and conferences during academic meetings, in- class lectures and distance education.

Digital Sight series microscope cameras
Nikon provides digital cameras that are optimized for microscopic imaging. Users can select the most
suitable camera for  their samples and observation techniques.

Microscope Camera

DS- Fi3

Equipped with a 5.9 megapixel CMOS image sensür Enables fast and
easy acquisition of images wtth supenor colür reproduction and high
sensmvity dunng various observations, su<h as bnghtfield, DIC, phase
cüntrast and epi-fluorescence.

Microscope Camera

DS- Ri2 , -

»flmTmlmllr'a

Equipped with FX-format 16 25-megapixeI CMOS sensors, the DS-Ri2 is
perfect for captuving uma-fine stmctures. It enables brightfield imagnig
with superior color reprüductiün and fast fiame rates, as well as high
sensitivity fluorescent iinaging.
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Ci accessories  meet additional demands  of

Iwanttü ol)serve usfng
fluorescent microscopy S,

The ECLIPSE Ci series has the option of \s
two dedicated compact epi-fluorescence §
attachments, CI-FL Epi-fluorescence

Attachment34 filter cubes mountable)
and D-FL Epi-fluorescence Attachment

(6 filter cubes mountable). /

Iwanttü o5serve spectmens
with  a wider  field  üf view.

Attaching the CFI UW 10X eyepiece lens
with  an F.N. of 25mm  in combination
with  a trinocular  tube  T and trinocular

tube F enables wide field  microscopy.

22mm 25mm

/ I wanttü uSe phase contrast  aas
microscopy with LED illumination.'

Iwanttü perform gOut üeS}S,

Eco- illumination  has sufficient

ight intensity for  phase contrast
microscopy that is used m a wide
range of applications including
dermatological  examinaflons.

60fmtN I

Phase contrast accessories

., Eco- illumination is compatible with 'i,
I sensitive color polarizing microscopy, S

0anbdsegrVo.luntgtuesrtlCsacCa.lndbcerycsotanld,ucted by l

Sensitive colür polarizmg accessories
An optional achromat swing- out
condenser is compatible with a wide
range of magnifications, between IX
to  100X.

1wanttü«3aSf17 cap!ure dfg![al
images of my specimens.

You  can mount  a camera  on a

trinocular  tube  T, trinocular  tube  F or
an ergonomic binocular tube. Imaging
in a comfortable position is possible
with an ergonomic binocular tube by
mounflng  the camera via the DSC port.
maging is possible by simply pushing

the image capture button.

Trinocular  tube T Trmocular tube F Ergonomic buiocular tube

Iwanttü under!ake longaaüerm
observation  with  minimal
discomfort,

The ergonomic binocular tube
can be mclined  from  10o to 30oand

extended up to 40mm.
The eyelevel riser lifts the tube in
25mm mcrements (up to 100mm").
" Up to 50mm with ergonomic

bmocular  tube.

Eyelevel riser



users

Iwantto o5serve tt1e same

I want fö uS«3 varfous

Nikon provides a broad range
objective lenses, such as the (
Achromat series, which is affc
priced and has high image fla
CFI Plan Fluor series, which is
for  fluorescence microscopy, ü
CFI Plan Apochromt  Lambda s
with its superior resolution, b
and chromatic  aberration  cori

Left: CFI Pfön Achiomat series;
right: CFI Plan Apochtomat Lai

20mm

down

/  1wantmOr«3 user-friendly " -

,a stage operation,

\ The stage height can be lowe.red

»I 2a0dmdimngfaronmos'e":peies'ceans.dpaarcderp, foascIiliotnat'i
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eccipse

Ni

Tvvo flagsti ip bipright r-nicroscopes
The newly developed upright microscope ECLIPSE Ni series has high expandability,
motorization, and superior optical performance.
Ni- E is a fully motorized model provides the most suitable observation settings
without  manual adjustment. The aperture and field diaphragm or condenser is
automatically adjusted when the magnification is changed.
Ni- U is suitable for  many observations, from clinical examination to research, and
featuring  motorized accessories that include nosepiece, fluorescence attachment,
and  shutter.

Viotorized model wifü at..itoi"ria'tic observation switchii-ig

@ Motorized quadrocular tilting tube

«» Motorized  universal  condenser

0 Motorized septuple nosepiece

Using the status detection function,
objecflve lens informaflon  can be
saved with captured images.

@ Motorized focusing

Motorized  focusing  allows
the acquisition  of Z-axis data.

0 Microscope status display

Easily viewed from the
observation  position. @ übservation technique buttons

0 [)S- L4 microscope camera contrül unit

Both the camera and microscope can
be controlled via the touch pane.

The method of microscopy
can be changed with the click
of a button.

14



*  Fly- eye optics *  Noise terminator

The fly - eye optics built into the
transmitted-light  illumination  system
provides bright and uruform illumination
across the  entire  field  of  view.

@ Superior optical pertormance
Nikon offers high quality optical technologies such as exclusive
low-reflective  Nano Crystal Coat to produce oblective lenses.
The CFI Plan Apochromat Lambda series oblective lenses offer
remarkably high transmissiün and superior chromatic aberration
correction throughout  a broad range of wavelengths and are
suitable  for  near-lR  observation.

The noise terminator mechanism is equipped with
fluorescent  filter  cubes and turrets  that  eliminate
stray light, and enables you to capture high contrast
fluorescence images with a high S/N ratio.

Maricial rnodel with motoriza'tiori capability

«b Rotatable ceramic- coated stage

Simply press the button to enable
the capture of images when
mountmg a Digital Sight camera
(equipped  with  both Ni-U and Ni-E).

i5



Ci Systern Diagram
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Specifications
r'-""  "-""-  '=-= o""""'-"
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Main body

Optical system CF160 Infinity Optlcal System

Illumination HighluminescentWhiteLEDllluminator(Eco-illumination) I Bu,,t6"_W,nNHDa'4":gNenD8l,amNCpB,,fNters
Automatic intensity reproduction functian l-

Controls
Image capture buttün

Nosepiece rotating buttons
Remote control pad

ND filterlN/OUT  switches

Eyepieces
(F.O.V. mm)

. CFI 10X (22) - CR 12.5X (16)  CFI 15X (14.5)

.CF1uW1üX(25)

Focusing Coaxial Cüaise/Fine focusing, Focusing stroke: 30 mm, Coarse: 9.33 mm/rotation, Fine: 0.1 mm#otation
Cüarse motion torque adjustable, Refücusing function

Tubes

F.ü.V. 22 mm

(Eyepiece/Port)

- C-TB Binücular Tube

- C-TE2 Erganomic Binocular Tube (100/0, 5ü/5ü via optional C-TEP2 DSC Port or C-TEPF2.5 DSC %rt F2.5X)
Inclination angle: 1ü-30 degree, Extension: up to 40 mm

F.üV. 25 mm

(Eyepiece/Port)
- C-TF Tri.nacular Tube F (1 00/O, OIS OO)
- C-TT Trmocular Tube T (l OO/0, 20/80, OIl OO)

Nosepieces
- Motorized Sextuple Nosepiece with Analyzer
Slot (Withm mam büdy)
Switchmg between two objectives function

- C-N6 ESD Sextuple Nosepiece ESD
 C-N6A Sextuple Nosepiece with Analyzei Slüt

Stages

Cross ffavel 78 (X) x 54 (Y) mm, with vemier calibratföns, stage handle height and torque adjustable für all stages
C-H1 C Double Arm Specimen Holder is available as an üption for the below three stages.
- C-SR2S Right Handle Stage with 2S Holder
- C-CSR1 S Right Handle Ceramic-cüated Stage with l S Holder
-C-CSRRightHandleCeramic-coatedStage (C-H2LSpecimenHolder2LandC-H1LSpecimenHolder1Lcanbeattached)

Condensers
(NA)

Motorized - CI-C-E Matürized Swing-out Condenser (0.90/0.22
Focusing stroke: 27 mm

Manual

Focusing stroke: 27 mm
C-ABAbbeCondenser(0.90) -C-ARAcmomatCondenser(0.80) -C-DODarkfieldCondenserOil(1.20-1.43)
C-DDDarkfieldCondenserDry(0.80-0.95) C-PHPhaseContrastTurretCündenser(0.90) C-AAAt)vnmat/ApIanatCündenser(1.40)

-C-SASlideAcmomatCondenser2'l00X(0.90) - C-SWSwing-üutAcmomatCondenser1-10üX(0.90/0.11)
C-SWASwing-outAchromatCündenser2-100X(0.90/0.22) -C-LARLWDAchromatCondenser(0.65)

Observation methüds" Btightfield, Epi-fluürescence, Darkfield, Phase contrast, Simple polarizing, Sensitive color polarizing

Epi-fluorescence attachment
 CI-FL Epi-fluorescence Attachment (4 filter cubes mountable)
 D-FL Epi-fluorescence Attachmennt (6 filter cubes mountable)

ND4/ND8/ND16 filters, Noise Termmator mechanism

Epi-fluorescen«e light source
- C-LEDR Epi-FI LED Illuminator
- C-HGR/HGRE HG Precentered Fiber Illuminator Intensilight (BüW)
- Hg Lamphouse and %wer Supply (10üW)

Power consumption BW (Brightfield configuration) 6W (Brightfield configuration) 38W (Brightfield configuration)

Weight (approx.) 15.4 kg (Bitiocular standam set) 13.4 kg (Binocular standard set) 13.4 kg (Binocular standaid set)

'Observations except Biightfield require optional accessories.

Dirnensiona Diagrarn
Ci- L/Ci - S

'  Ci-L and Ci-S are the same dimensioni.

Unit: mm

Configured with Ergonomic BinocularTube Conliguted with BinocularTube
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Ni-E/U System Diagram

C-a. Qum'd:;cNar
Centenng CRUW Tube -

CF1125X (<l0y Te1e4cope IOX NlRPZ- EMoionzed

Binocular E4günomicBinütulaiTubet8 IoiEigonomi«BinotulaiTube

itandatdAtm Cl a  ContadAim Q  ui  iO-nt-ati'ÜTm

aX4
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SlidttforDIC

Eul
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tIO)-@
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ÖCO'bj6e'ttivei
aXO
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[u-O
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Firtt-üdet Red Compeniation

Nl-S-EMototiied XY Sföge

[f
NIUCSRR2 Right Handle
Rotaföble Cetamit< oated
1tage with Holdei

NI-SSR Subiiage
lot Roföfable
Motonzed Stage

C-HlC Double Aim Speamen Holdei

C-SWA
Swmg-out
Atmomfö
Condeniei
z-ioox

C-PH Phüie C-DO
Cofüratt kkField
Tutiet Condeniet
Condenitt'2  0il

Daik Field
Condenitt
Dty

C-SA Slide
Achiomat
Condeniei
2-m0X

A«hiomüt
Aplanhti
Condeniei

Achtomat
Condeniei

C-AB
Abbe
Condeniei

C-UR C-SW
LWD Swing-üut
Athmmat Athiomat
Condeniei Condeniei

T-100X
Condeniet Dty
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5 Riiei

C-lSAAnalyzetTubi
Toi Simple Polünzation

C-lAAnalyzeiTube loi
Fitit-omei Red Compenianün

C-O 7X

Adaptei

ffi Y-T
'N Tube

DIC Analyzet

Tutiet

* '6

C-O 55X

DSRelay I
Leni O

Fmount  Cameia

J

Adaptet

Y-TV55 F1

NI-FLEI EPl-Fluoreitence
At!achment

N1-FLT6-1 fiüme ai the Ci ienei1'7

lOl-ICANILPN01,7lk-4lOXnAuxiliayLeni *) IEnpt5lnlllug0e,ne:Ce
CubeTuiiet

D-C 2-4X Auxilföiy teni for N2 Poiinon 46 ,FB'a
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D-C PH-2 PH Module Motonied Ep
D-C PH-3 PH Module '3 fluoreit enteCube Tuiiet

D-C üF Daikfield Module

Cube

Y-IDT Diawlng

7 u Y-THFTeathing Unit Face to Fate
NI-Sl loyititktoi

 Mofönzed Sföge

Fine Fotui Knob (oi Sltle by Sitle

ND FilJei

N1-ND2 Filtei 36mm ND2

21Q1e,jen0ofe aTCatmüthinimmihdoubliltyitiihini

came,a Cüntrol unit a} DS-}ß rnT t&R12 +mirii üü bt tnünitim dnet117 whüü

ACAdaptet2
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Cümpany names and pioduct names appeanng In thls brochure are Iheli mglsleied lrademaiks or ttademaiks.
N a Expün ol lhe producW In lhls brochure Is cüntmlled under lhe Japanese %mlgn Exchange and Fomgn T1mde Law.
Appropilale export pmceduni shall be requlred In case of expod lrom Japan.
aPtodtx.ls: Haidwge and ffls technk.al Inloimatlün (lncludlng sottware)
Monltor Images ani slmulated.

Specificatlons and equipment are subject to change withüut any notlce or obligauon ün the peut
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CHINAphone +862j-684j-205ü1ax +86-2T-6841-2[)60
lBeijing bianch) phone +86-1(k5831-2028 fax +86-1058312ü26
(Guangzhüu branch) phüne +86-203882OS50 )ax +8620a882-0580

NIKON  CANADA  INC.

NIKON  FRANCE  S.A.S.

FRANCE phone 33-M516-45-16 lax 33-T45164S5S
NIKON  GMBH

GERMANY phone:+4!l2l1-941-42-20 fax +49-2ih941-43-22
NIKON INSTRUMENTS S.p .A.
nALY phone 395S-3ü096-01 lax +39-55-30-ü9-93
NIKON  (iMBH  SWITZERLAND

SWITZERLAND phüne +4j-43-277-2867 lax +41-43-277-286
NIKON  uK  LTD.

UNITED KING[)OM phone +44-X18-24M717 lax +44208541-4584
NIKON  CEE CiMBH

AUSTRlAphone +431972-6fü Tax +43-1-97;'6 1-MO

180  14(101 Certijied
for  NIKON  CORPC)RATION

NIKON  SINaAPORE  PTE LTD

SINGAPORE phone +656559-3651 fax +65-6559a668
NIKON INSTRUMENTS KOREA co.,  LTD.
KOREAphüne +82-2-218684üO lax +82-2-SSS44j5
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